
Recycling Best Practices 

• Location is Key- Place your bins where waste is generated or place bins close to that location. Example
locations include by desks, in copy rooms, cafeterias, hallways, vending machine areas, and the lobbies.

• Side by Side- Whenever possible, place a recycle and a trash bin next to each other.
• Label All Bins- Place recycling and landfill guidelines on/above all bins.
•  Uniform Bins- If you are purchasing new bins, buy uniform bins if possible. Royal blue-colored bins are 
    typically associated with recycling. You can even get recycle bins with chasing arrow recycle sign
    imprinted on the container.
• Size Matters- Place small bins by desks, kitchen-size bins in the break room, and large bins adjacent to

copy machines and printers.

• Integrate the recycle program with your existing custodial operations. Do this by having custodians
collect recyclables from bins inside the building and empty them into the recycling container outside
(the same way they manage trash).

• Sort trash from recyclables. These should be done by employees/students, not custodians. However,
custodians should report problem areas to the program coordinator or supervisor.

• Go through your building and look in every trash can. Estimate the amount of material in the trash
that can be recycled. Note areas that generate large amounts of recyclables, such as the kitchen
or breakroom.

• Place trash and recycle bins in easily accessible locations. In areas that generate larger amounts
of recyclable materials, include larger size bins.

• Monitor Your Trash and Recycle Dumpsters for a few weeks to gauge service needs. Do this by finding
out when your dumpsters are picked-up. Check for fullness the night before it is serviced. Check to see
if there are recyclable materials in the trash and visa-versa.

• Right Size your service level. If you have extra space or not enough space in the dumpster/s contact GSI.

Recycling Bin Placement 

    Involve the Custodial Staff
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Conduct a Waste Assessment

Recycling is an easy way to reduce your environmental footprint. Below is a list of best practices to 
maximize your recycling efforts. Remember to keep your recycle program simple to ensure success. 

GSI provides single-stream recycling service. Single-stream is convenient because it allows all 
recyclable materials to be mixed together into one bin. Be sure to know the recycling and landfill 
guidelines. It is just as important to know what you CANNOT recycle as it is to know what you can. 

Below are the best practices to make single-stream recycling a success:

Safety • Service • Sustainability

Do Not Use Plastic Bags for Recyclables- Recycle materials should be placed loosely in the dumpsters
for GSI to pick-up. For convenience, use see though liners for internal bins. Empty recycling out of the
bags prior to placing contents in the dumpster.



   Above are examples of the recycle guides to place by bins. Contact GSI to 
   receive electronic versions for printing or download directly from GSI’s website.
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 Participation:The Key to Success

Hard to Recycle Materials

• Awareness- Promotion and education are critical for a successful recycling program. Participation is
higher when people feel well-informed about the program and its benefits.

• Launching- Consider sending a kick-off email / highlighting the benefits of recycling, describing the
program, and explaining the separation and collection procedures.

• Updates- Continual reminders will help the program succeed. One way to reinforce the recycling habit
is to follow-up with communications such as emails, videos and announcements on a consistent basis.
Consider including how much your organization recycled. Let employees know about problems/solutions
for program improvement.

• Hard Items- For hard to recycle materials such as light bulbs, batteries, electronic waste, and
plastic bags, create a central location for the items to be discarded. You will need to arrange a
special pick-up of these materials, as they cannot be placed in your regular recycle bin or drop
them off at a community drop off recycle center like the Timberline Recycle Center.
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Have questions? Please let us know!


